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1. Here’s hoping ...
Although pig prices in most EU countries remained relatively stable 

during the first half of 2014, the market came under increasing pres-

sure in the second half of the year. Lower feed costs helped keep 

most producers in profit for much of the year but the persistence 

of low prices in the months ahead will cause difficulties for many 

producers.  

 

According to DAFC economists, the Russian ban on EU pig meat 

exports has been a critical factor and had resulted in prices in 2014 

being DKK 2 per kg lower than would otherwise have been the case. 

Initially a ban was introduced on all EU pig meat in January, with 

the discovery that African Swine Fever had spread over the Russian 

border into a number of EU Member States. However, the main 

effects have been felt since August, when the Russians extended 

the ban to a wider range of food products and the demand for EU 

pig meat from some of the other export markets had fallen away, as 

US supplies began to increase again. In the early part of the year US 

production had been constrained by the spread of the PEDv virus 

(Porcine Epidemic Diarrhoea) across much of the country but this 

threat now appears to be receding. 

A particular problem has been experienced with the market for fats 

and other by-products, which had which had previously made up 

a significant share of the products exported to the Russian market 

and for which no ready market was available elsewhere.

Although EU pig meat exports to a number of the key markets in SE 

Asia improved during 2014, especially Japan and China, this proved 

insufficient to offset the better than expected EU pig supplies and 

depressed demand in the early part of the summer. 

In this worsening situation, DAFC have renewed their calls to the 

Danish government for a more targeted application of environmental 

rules, which continue to put producers in Denmark at a disadvantage 

to their EU competitors. With little likelihood of any early resolution 

of the trade dispute with Russia, there have also been calls across 

the EU for Brussels to consider introducing market support via a 

‘private storage scheme’ for certain pig meat products in order to 

alleviate the current market pressures.

The October pig census in Denmark showed that the breeding herd 

was stable but total pig numbers had increased, probably due to the 

fact that during 2014 farmers were encouraged to supply slightly 

heavier carcases in order to boost pig meat supplies at the abattoirs.

However, exports of piglets have continued to rise, with Germany, and, 

latterly, Poland and Italy remaining the key markets. Total exports 

rose from 8.1 to 9.1 million head in the first 10 months of the year.

Source: Statistics Denmark
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Here’s hoping ... continued
Despite the current difficulties, the medium term outlook for pig 

production looks promising, according to a report recently published 

by the EU Commission ‘Prospects for EU agricultural markets and 

income 2014 - 2024’ .The report forecasts a recovery in EU production 

in 2015 and modest increases in the ensuing years. EU pig meat 

exports will continue to increase in the next decade ”supported by 

sustained world demand and a competitive EU pigmeat sector”. The 

increase in exports will be driven by increased demand in China and 

other EU traditional trading partners.

The initial ban on EU pig meat introduced by the Russian authorities 

was linked to the spread of African Swine Fever over their borders 

into the most eastern lying EU Member States. Since the initial ASF 

outbreak was reported in February, further outbreaks have been 

reported in the wild boar populations and small ‘backyard’ producers 

in Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania and Poland, as indicated in this map 

prepared by Pig Progress magazine.

These developments have heightened biosecurity concerns within 

Denmark. In addition to an information campaign to highlight indi-

vidual responsibilities to farmers and their employees, the Danish 

Pig Research Centre recently agreed to make significant investments 

to improve lorry-washing facilities at the Danish borders, due to the 

significant number of transports of piglets taking place to ‘high risk’ 

areas of Poland and elsewhere in Eastern Europe.

The Danish commitment to maintenance of a leading-edge research  

and development resource to support its agricultural industries were  

confirmed with news that a new organisation, SEGES, will open its 

doors for business in January. The new company SEGES (literally trans- 

lated as ‘cornfield’ from the original Latin) will represent the combined  

resources of the Danish Pig Research Centre and the Knowledge 

Centre for Agriculture.

The Danish Meat Research Institute recently moved from its original 

home in Roskilde to a brand new ‘state of the art’ research facility 

in Taastrup near Copenhagen, which was formally opened by HM 

Queen Margrethe during the autumn.  

SEGES

http://www.pigprogress.net/Health-Diseases/Outbreaks/Up-to-date-disease-maps/
http://se-seges.dk/
http://www.dti.dk/services/meat-innovation-steps-up-the-pace/34937
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Most British producers have enjoyed profits during the last two years. 

Lower prices in in the latter months of 2014 were offset for many 

producers by lower feed costs. Pig slaughterings were at a higher 

level in most moths of 2014 and the quantities of pig meat produced 

were even higher due to heavier carcase weights.

According to official figures published by the EU Commission, the UK  

premium over the average pig price grew to unprecedented levels in  

2014. The ‘British’ price premium in 2013 was undoubtedly sustained 

by major retailers’ support for ‘British’, following the change in EU pig 

welfare legislation in January 2013 and the fall-out from ‘Horsegate’. 

Although there has been some hint that the retail support for ‘British’ 

may be lessening, there has been no apparent surge of imported pig 

meat to the UK market during 2014, which might have been expected.  

This lead BPEX to produce a paper that posed the question ‘Has the 

link between UK and EU pig prices been broken?’. 

Other factors, possibly contributing  to a new pricing dynamic, may 

have been currency factors and the steady growth in UK pig meat 

exports, which will almost certainly reach record levels in 2014. 

Exports had already passed the 200,000 tonne mark by the end of 

September, compared to just over 190,000 tonnes in 2013.

BPEX published their review of the Interpig survey, collecting pig 

production data from a number of major pig producing countries  

– ‘2013 pig cost of production in selected countries’. The data allows 

production performance to be benchmarked among the different 

countries participating in the survey.

Although productivity continues to improve in the British pig herd, 

performance still lags behind may of the UK’s competitors in Europe. 

A critical pig production KPI is regarded as ‘pigs weaned per sow 

year’. The average for GB is just under 24 pigs, which compares with 

the EU average of 26 and the Danish result topping 30 pigs per sow 

year for the first time. The GB average includes both indoor and a 

large number of outdoor producers, accounting for around 40% of  

the total herd. The average for indoor producers was 25 pigs weaned  

compared to just 22 for outdoor producers.

2. moving in the right direction

Source: AHDB Market Intelligence

Source: EU Commission

Source: InterPIG

http://www.bpex.org.uk/articles/304011
http://www.bpex.org.uk/articles/304011
http://www.bpex.org.uk/articles/304053/2013_Pig_Cost_of_Production_in_Selected_Countries.aspx
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3. Antibiotics still in focus
At EU level, EFSA, the European Food Safety Agency is co-ordinating 

action among the Member States and The European Centre for 

Disease Prevention & Control staged the 2nd European Antibiotic  

Awareness Day during November. The European Consumer 

Organisation, with its network of NGOs across Europe, has also been 

actively campaigning for the EU livestock industry to reduce its use 

of antibiotics. 

In the UK, the main campaigning activity takes place under the  

Alliance to Save our Antibiotics. 

The UK already has a ‘5 Year Antimicrobial Resistance Strategy in 

place and the Department of Health recently published a progress 

report, in which a key priority was identified as the improvement of 

baseline data on the prescription of antibiotics and trends in resis-

tance. the Danish model.

BPEX recently announced an ‘Action Plan’ aimed at “reducing the 

amount of antimicrobials used without jeopardising national herd 

health”. The plan also includes better data collection and identifica-

tion of high users of veterinary medicines. Current guidelines for 

responsible use of antibiotics for treating pigs are laid down by RUMA 

(Responsible Use of Medicines in Agriculture). 

In Germany a number of new initiatives to reduce the use of anti-

biotics were announced during 2014, co-ordinated by the Federal 

Office of Consumer Protection & Food Safety (BVL).

In Holland, MARAN, the organisation responsible for monitoring 

the use of antibiotics in the livestock industry, announced that the 

objective to halve antibiotic use in the period 2009 – 2013 was 

achieved a year ahead of schedule.

In Belgium, a goal to halve the current level of antibiotic use by 2020 

was announced and various initiatives will be established by the 

Center of Expertise on Antimicrobial Consumption & Resistance in 

Animals (AMCRA).

In the US, the agricultural industries have strongly resisted the intro-

duction of controls on the use of antibiotics in livestock. However, 

in September, President Obama announced a ‘National Strategy 

for Combating Antibiotic-Resistant Bacteria’ The initial measures 

will include a withdrawal of the use of ‘critical’ antibiotics solely for 

growth promotion purposes in livestock and poultry. In Denmark, 

a ban on the use of ‘antibiotic growth promoters’ took effect in the 

year 2000 and a similar restriction was introduced in all EU countries 

six years later.

http://www.efsa.europa.eu/en/topics/topic/amr.htm
http://ecdc.europa.eu/en/EAAD/Pages/Home.aspx
http://ecdc.europa.eu/en/EAAD/Pages/Home.aspx
http://www.beuc.org/
http://www.beuc.org/
http://www.soilassociation.org/animalwelfare/antibiotics/alliancetosaveourantibiotics
http://www.bpex.org.uk/articles/303937/Pig_Industry_Tackles_Antibiotic_Use__20_October_2014.aspx
http://www.ruma.org.uk/
http://www.feednavigator.com/Regulation/German-livestock-producers-must-report-antibiotic-usage-under-new-regulation/?utm_source=newsletter_daily&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=08-Aug-2014&c=zsGry1ilymCQYoCf0Yc5ZQ%3D%3D
http://www.bvl.bund.de/EN/05_Veterinary_Drugs/veterinary_node.html;jsessionid=F6BFF6C2BC4731764FAA44741222D8FE.2_cid332
http://www.bvl.bund.de/EN/05_Veterinary_Drugs/veterinary_node.html;jsessionid=F6BFF6C2BC4731764FAA44741222D8FE.2_cid332
http://www.wageningenur.nl/en/Research-Results/Projects-and-programmes/MARAN-Antibiotic-usage.htm
http://www.pigprogress.net/Home/General/2014/11/Belgium-makes-action-plan-to-reduce-antibiotics-1646415W/?cmpid=NLC%7Cpigprogress%7C2014-11-19%7CBelgium_makes_action_plan_to_reduce_antibiotics
http://www.amcra.be/en
http://www.amcra.be/en
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Antibiotics still in focus continued
According to the annual DANMAP survey, the use of antibiotics in  

Danish agriculture increased in 2013, mainly due to increased usage 

in pigs. However, use of antimicrobials is still 12% lower than in 2009 

and is very low compared to most other major pig and poultry pro-

ducing countries.

Those campaigning for a reduction in the use of antibiotics by the 

livestock industry frequently cite the many initiatives taken by the 

Danish authorities and farmers to eliminate unnecessary use of 

antibiotics, including:

•  The separation of prescription of veterinary medicine from its  

 commercial sale (in 1995)

•  The establishment of a national database VETSTAT to provide  

 reliable information on the use of veterinary medines by farmer,  

 animal species and prescribing vet (in 2001)

•  Legal restrictions on the use of fluroquinolones (in 2009)

•  A voluntary ban on the use of cephalosporins (in 2010)

•  A ‘Yellow Card’ system to identify higher users of veterinary  

 medicines (in 2010)

•  An industry strategy to halve the usage of tetracyclines (in 2014).

A review of the recent initiatives taken by the Danish industry was 

described in a recent article in Feed International magazine.

As reported in The PigSite in December, there were recent calls from  

Denmark for a more concerted global attempt to reduce the use 

of antibiotics in livestock. This followed several months of public 

debate on an MRSA strain, CC398, which is present in pigs. Although 

its presence primarily represents an ‘occupational hazard’ for those  

coming into close contact with livestock, and new hygiene protocols 

have been introduced on farms. There is no evidence that it presents 

a significant foodborne risk and, compared to other non-livestock 

related strains, it has only been responsible for a small number of 

MRSA related infections in Denmark.

Danish Crown recently announced an ‘All Free Pig Trial’ with five 

pig producers on the island of Bornholm, who will deliver finished 

pigs for slaughter who have not been treated with antibiotics. If 

any pigs need medical treatment, they will be treated as necessary 

but will be delivered to the local abattoir separately from the non-

treated animals.

http://www.danmap.org/
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/12581594
http://www.fi-digital.com/201406/Default/12/0#&pageSet=12&contentItem=0
http://www.thepigsite.com/swinenews/38428/denmark-calls-for-european-approach-on-antibiotic-resistance
http://www.danishcrown.dk/News-and-Press/News/Danish-Crown-to-trial-antibioticsfree-production-of-pigs-for-slaughter.aspx
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In recent months, the media have displayed a particular fascination 

for any new research emanating from the US and here’s just a few 

examples from our press cuttings files for 2014:

•  April: South California University – research linking consumption  

 of processed meat with increased risk of bowel cancer

•  May: Indiana University – research linking red meat consumption  

 with increased risk of heart disease

•  June: Harvard School of Public Health – research linking red meat  

 consumption with increased risk of breast cancer

•  November: Cleveland Clinic Ohio – research linking consumption  

 of red meat with heart disease.

This year also saw publication of several reports, highlighting the role  

of meat production in causing climate change, accompanied by calls 

for significant reduction in meat consumption in the developed 

world. Here’s just a few examples:

•  June: US study – a report suggesting that giving up eating beef  

 would have a greater benefit in reducing one’s carbon footprint  

 than stopping driving cars

•  September: Cambridge University – a report highlighting the  

 need to reduce meat consumption as improving production  

 yields and reducing food waste would be insufficient to mitigate  

 the effects of the anticipated increase in global meat consumption

•  December: Chatham House – a report highlighting a lack of  

 awareness of livestock’s major contribution to climate change.

A number of the NGOs and campaigning groups have signed up to 

the ‘Eating better’ campaign, calling on a ‘fair’ ‘green’ and ‘healthy’ 

approach, moving towards a world ‘eating less meat and more food 

that’s better for us and the planet.’ 

The communication programme is supported by over 30 different  

NGOs and it recently published a research study suggesting that 30%  

of consumers were willing to eat less meat and 20% had already cut 

back. 

We can expect the campaign message to be developed strongly 

during 2015. Although the ‘eat less, eat better’ message is far less 

strident than an ‘eat no meat’ narrative, it will nevertheless continue 

to present a major challenge to the livestock and meat industries.

There is already much talk about a new approach to meat eating, 

known as ‘flexitarianism’ and campaigns for more ‘meatless days’ 

and ‘Meat Free Mondays’ continue, aided and abetted by Paul  

McCartney  and other celebs.

The meat industry must continue its efforts to put more rigour and  

context to what is often presented as an oversimplified  

4. Eating better? 

http://www.express.co.uk/life-style/health/471076/Eating-a-fry-up-for-breakfast-can-increase-risk-of-bowel-cancer-for-one-in-three-people
http://www.globalmeatnews.com/Industry-Markets/Study-links-heme-iron-in-meat-to-heart-disease/?utm_source=newsletter_daily&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Newsletter%2BDaily&c=zsGry1ilymCuHE1zS%2F%2BofA%3D%3D
http://www.bbc.com/news/health-27777210
http://www.express.co.uk/news/uk/531438/Red-meat-cause-heart-disease-link-experts
http://www.theguardian.com/environment/2014/jul/17/world-cropland-feed-3-billion-more-people-study
http://www.cam.ac.uk/research/news/changing-global-diets-is-vital-to-reducing-climate-change?utm_source=FCRN+Mailing&utm_campaign=d65771bb1a-RSS_*%7CRSSFEED%3ADATE%3Aj+F+Y%7C*&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_a29d7fdc4d-d65771bb1a-297127929
http://www.chathamhouse.org/expert/comment/16379
http://www.eating-better.org/
http://www.eating-better.org/blog/57/Are-we-falling-out-of-love-with-meat.html
http://www.globalmeatnews.com/Industry-Markets/Spotlight-on-flexitarianism-are-consumers-cutting-their-meat-intake/?utm_source=newsletter_daily&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=03-Sep-2014&c=PRNl53QCuPCKK36dw25YQw%3D%3D
http://pledge.meatfreemondays.com/
http://www.theguardian.com/environment/video/2014/sep/21/paul-mccartney-raps-meat-free-monday-video
http://www.theguardian.com/environment/video/2014/sep/21/paul-mccartney-raps-meat-free-monday-video
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Eating better? continued
message that eating less meat is good for both the environment and  

public health. It has been encouraging that the independent views 

expressed by members of the industry sponsored Meat Advisory 

Panel were given greater prominence during 2014. 

In August, two hour-long documentaries in the BBC2 Horizon series 

– ‘The big health dilemma’ and ‘How to feed the planet’ – focused 

on the effects of red meat in the diet and its contribution to climate 

change. Although both programmes featured a strong line up of the 

meat industry’s critics, viewers also heard a wide range of alternative 

views including those of the Meat Advisory Panel. The programmes 

did highlight much of the complexity involved in these debates, as 

opposed to a simplistic message that we should all ‘eat less meat’.

We must also clarify exactly what is meant by ‘Eating Better’, as regards 

the type of meat concerned. For most of the campaigners, ‘Eating 

Better’ simply translates into eating meat produced from livestock 

raised in more extensive or organic production systems. This raises 

the point that these systems, while they usually demand lower 

resource inputs, are, in the majority of cases, less efficient and, there-

fore, have a more adverse impact on the overall environment.

The industry also needs to communicate all the significant steps which 

have already been taken to reduce the environmental impact of 

conventional livestock production. For example, Danish pig farmers 

can document that today they can produce a pork chop with half 

the environmental impact of an equivalent product in 1985. And 

there is much work in hand to achieve further reductions in future.

The meat industry must continue to highlight the valuable nutritional 

role which moderate meat consumption can play within in a healthy 

lifestyle. We certainly should not condone eating more or too much 

meat but we should also highlight the steps which low and non-meat 

consumers may need to take replace the valuable nutrients which 

meat provides.

Many dietary research studies, highlighted by the media during 2014, 

were presented as proving beyond all doubt that eating meat is 

detrimental to health. Had these been subjected to more rigorous 

challenge, it could be demonstrated that much of the data used 

was of limited or poor quality and failed to pay due regard to other 

lifestyle factors, such as lack of exercise, smoking and high levels of 

alcohol consumption.

The complexities of the ‘diet health’ debate were well illustrated in 

the continuing public discussion about the rising levels of obesity in  

the general population. The traditionally held view that fats, and 

saturated fat in particular, have been the main contributory factor to  

this development came under serious scrutiny during 2014 – as our  

colleagues in the sugar industry know only too well.

Source: Action on Sugar

http://meatandhealth.redmeatinfo.com/meat-the-experts/meat-advisory-panel-%28map%29.aspx
http://meatandhealth.redmeatinfo.com/meat-the-experts/meat-advisory-panel-%28map%29.aspx
http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b04fhb90
http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b04fhbrt
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The latest quarterly data from Kantar Worldpanel  showed  that 

the discounters, Aldi and Lidl in particular, continue to dramatically 

outperform their larger rivals in a virtually static grocery market, as 

they have done throughout 2014. At the top end, Waitrose con-

tinue to perform strongly despite the difficult market conditions.

Since the arrival of the economic downturn five years ago, many 

factors have conspired to put pressure on the market for food 

purchased via the traditional supermarket model.

Consumers have become increasingly ‘savvy’ in their passionate quest  

for ‘value for money’. Many have become more astute in seeking 

out bargains and have adopted more promiscuous and ‘segmented’ 

shopping habits, as they are prepared to shop more regularly. 

Other factors, such as wasting less food and turning to online food 

shopping in greater numbers, have also added to the pressures on 

the more traditional and larger retail formats.

A recent IGD (Institute of Grocery Distribution) report ‘The next five 

years : how the grocery market will evolve’ suggested that there are  

some discernible longer term trends already in place in the UK grocery  

market. They forecast that the ‘convenience’ format will increase its 

share from 21% to 24%, ‘discounters’ will grow from 6% to 11% 

and ‘online’ sales will double from 4% to 8% - all at the expense of 

larger retail formats.

Some recent news from some of the big names in the UK retail 

grocery sector included an announcement by Aldi of a 65% profits 

increase and plans to create 35,000 new jobs in the years ahead.

Lidl restated its position as a ‘market challenger’ as it sought to mock 

new marketing initiatives introduced by their competitors, such the 

Morrisons ‘price match pledge’ and the Sainsburys ‘50p challenge’.

The first new Netto outlet opened its doors for business in Leeds 

in November to ‘kick off’ the new venture between Sainsbury and 

the Danish venture, with a strategy based on ‘fresh’ ‘cheap’ and 

‘Scandinavian’.

Booths revealed plans to develop a more national presence away 

from its ‘heartland’ in the North West and the Co-op announced 

that it was to embark on the conversion of 63 former Marston’s 

pubs to their own convenience format.

Asda returned the best results among the ‘Big Four’ and Morrisons, 

Sainsburys and Tesco continued to put a brave face on some disap-

pointing results.

5. Trolley wars

Source: IGD Research, 2014

http://us1.campaign-archive1.com/?u=784a049f749e7766f54489a70&id=69a3253e28&e=97026f8c14
http://www.igd.com/
http://www.igd.com/our-expertise/Retail/retail-outlook/21115/The-next-five-years-How-the-UK-grocery-market-will-evolve/
http://www.igd.com/our-expertise/Retail/retail-outlook/21115/The-next-five-years-How-the-UK-grocery-market-will-evolve/
http://www.thegrocer.co.uk/finance/results/aldi-profits-soar-65-as-it-boasts-of-best-value-groceries/372003.article?utm_source=Newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=4778843_Daily+Bread+29%2f9%2f14&dm_i=131K,2UFDN,A3GZ3O,ABHYB,1
http://www.thegrocer.co.uk/stores/aldi-tells-david-cameron-it-will-create-35000-new-uk-jobs/373433.article?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=4986502_gro%20daily%20bread%2010%252f11%252f14&dm_i=131k,2yvly,a3gz3o,ap6g3,1&redirCanon=1
http://www.thegrocer.co.uk/channels/discounters/lidl/lidl-pokes-fun-at-morrisons-price-matching-pledge/372288.article
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/finance/newsbysector/retailandconsumer/11135498/Lidl-laughs-at-Sainsburys-with-its-own-take-on-50p-challenge.html
http://www.marketingweek.com/2014/12/11/fresh-cheap-and-scandinavian-how-nettos-marketing-director-plans-to-take-on-aldi-and-lidl/?cmpid=mwbreak_749426
http://www.thegrocer.co.uk/stores/booths-takes-first-steps-to-nationwide-coverage/373099.article?utm_source=Newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=4958880_Gro+stores+05%2f11%2f14&dm_i=131K,2YAAO,A3GZ3O,ANCZ0,1
http://www.thegrocer.co.uk/stores/property-and-planning/the-co-op-group-to-open-63-stores-in-former-marstons-pubs/371970.article?utm_source=Newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=4784389_Stores+30%2f9%2f14&dm_i=131K,2UJNP,A3GZ3O,ABVCQ,1
http://www.theguardian.com/business/2014/oct/10/asda-supermarket-5-percent-profit
http://www.thegrocer.co.uk/channels/morrisons-encouraged-despite-63-fall-in-like-for-like-sales/373330.article
http://www.marketingmagazine.co.uk/article/1321500/sainsburys-unveils-150m-price-cuts-begins-overhaul-3000-products?DCMP=EMC-CONDispatches&bulletin=dispatches
http://www.theguardian.com/business/2014/dec/09/tesco-issues-massive-profit-warning-share-price-plunges?CMP=EMCNEWEML6619I2
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A recently published IGD report identifying major retailers’ priorities 

for 2015.

The ‘Big Four’ will need to address the challenge posed by the 

discounters and….

•  “neutralise the pricing question and also invest further in the  

 quality of their private label offer”

•  “push harder on value in the year ahead and pursue a simpler  

 approach to pricing and promotions”

•  experiment more and test new formats with their existing  

 estates 

•  develop ‘click & collect’ to reach new and existing shoppers

•  encourage shoppers to shop ‘across channels’.

Innova Market Insights highlight transparency in labelling, market-

ing to ‘millennials’ and ‘good fats, good carbs’ as key trends for the 

food and beverage industry in 2014.

Canadean, the food and drink consultancy, list ‘craft’ production, 

‘better for you’ ingredients and innovative packaging as areas to 

watch in the coming year.

Waitrose published their ‘The Waitrose Food & Drink Report 2014’ 

summarising key issues for their shoppers, including….

•  convenience shopping

•  ‘flexitarianism’ – more veg. and less protein on the plate

•  healthy eating

•  ‘back to basics’ – linked to simple and natural dishes.

In summary…..”three things remain constant: Britons’ culinary curiosity, 

their love of good food and their desire to eat healthily”.

6. What’s in store for 2015?

http://retailanalysis.igd.com/Hub.aspx?id=23&tid=3&nid=13321&ecid=11426&uid=5397
http://retailanalysis.igd.com/Hub.aspx?id=23&tid=3&nid=13321&ecid=11426&uid=5397
http://www.canadean.com/news/canadean�s-top-trends-for-2015/
http://www.waitrose.com/home/about_waitrose/the-waitrose-fooddrinkreport2014.html
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Here’s a pick of what’s been on display in recent weeks…

•  Aldi: ‘Everyone’s coming to us this Christmas’

•  Asda: ‘Christmas smile’

•  Co-op: ‘Help is only a co-op away this Christmas’ 

•  Lidl: ‘The little present’ 

•  Marks & Spencer: ‘Follow the fairies’ 

•  Morrisons: ‘Make Christmas special’ 

•  Sainsbury: ‘Christmas is for sharing’

•  Tesco: ‘Every little helps make Christmas’  

•  Waitrose: ‘The gingerbread stall’. 

The Sainsbury film ‘Christmas is for sharing’, based on the story of 

the Christmas Day truce in 1914, was the most viewed on You Tube 

– with nearly 15 million hits to date.

But all were trumped by the John Lewis ‘Monty the penguin’ Christmas 

film that has already clocked up more than 20 million hits.

Will you be one of those not having turkey on Christmas Day? 

According to research by Webloyalty, over a third of us will not be 

tucking into a traditional turkey Christmas meal – how about a deli-

cious pork roast instead? 

One way or the other, have a wonderful Christmas.

7. Christmas is coming …

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g_noAJIC408
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9wG8ML8AULU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8tbDDRmRLdk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NvwGOrii6zo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XII3IlKPg4Q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BAdmkNEnfrE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NWF2JBb1bvM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dJYwfEI4Fyo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ypQh8uZ8pSo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iccscUFY860
http://www.webloyalty.co.uk/news-a-research/34-press-releases-2014/166-non-traditional-christmas-for-britain-this-year
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”If I was reborn as a pig, organic is what I would like to be,” says 

Denmark’s biggest organic pig farmer, Bertel Hestbjerg, who farms 

in Holstebro in western Denmark where the sandy soil is ideal for 

organic production. “Organic is not the answer to everything, but for 

the group of growing consumers who care about animal welfare,  

I think it’s a great project.” 

Hestbjerg farms 500 hectares in total: 900 organic sows at the main 

farm, another 550 sows at a farm 50 km away and 10,000 pigs 

finished per year at two rented farms in Northern Denmark. He also 

has business interests further afield, in Iowa in the US.

There are around 40-45 organic farmers who sell their pigs to Friland,  

the sales company owned by Danish Crown. The production methods 

are defined by a concept that all producers of Friland pigs must 

adhere to – a concept that has been drawn up between the company 

and the Danish organisation, ‘Dyrenes Beskyttelse’ (Animal Protection).

Friland, says Hestbjerg, is looking to increase its supplies of organic 

meat as more consumers are prepared to pay the extra cost. 

“The market is definitely there, but it’s about telling the organic story 

– about food safety and animal welfare. We only finish around 

100,000 organic pigs per year in Denmark and we export around 

65% to Germany, France and Asia. The UK used to be our biggest 

market but it suddenly collapsed because of the recession. That 

caused us some difficulties, but we’ve now found other channels, in 

particular Germany and France. China and the Philippines are also 

showing increased interest in organic pork.” 

Checks and balances
Although the DKK 13 per kg premium that Danish organic pig pro- 

ducers receive is much higher than for any other productions, the cost 

of production is considerable. Feed costs alone amount to around 

DKK 7-8 per kg and producing organic pigs is highly labour intensive. 

Hestbjerg farm has 15 employees.

Under the organic rules, the pigs have to be born outdoors and 

remain outdoors for at least seven weeks with their mother. They 

are then permitted to come indoors, into a straw-based system with 

three times more space than traditional pigs. They are also required 

to have an outdoor run.

 “You could say that organic production in Denmark is a compromise 

between animal welfare and protecting the environment,” Hestbjerg 

explains.  “If our finishers were to live outside, the land would be black 

due to nitrogen leaching. We also have to put a ring on the sow’s 

nose to protect the grassland. In fact, we have to ensure that there is 

grassland all year round, and we rotate our fields so that our pigs do 

not spend more than one year on the same one.”  

Feature: Telling the organic story

http://www.friland.com/
http://www.dyrenesbeskyttelse.dk/#C4BXFQ8Se0S1V1jv.97
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One step further
In a move designed to fine-tune his production, last summer, Bertel 

Hestbjerg bought a farm that combines grassland and forest.  Some 

of the trees will be used for bio fuel and some will provide fruit and 

nuts for the pigs and offer them shade in summer. In addition, the 

roots will absorb the excess nitrogen in the soil. 

“I want the dry sows to have grassland and to forage in the forest.  

I also want the piglets to remain with their mums for 13 weeks, which 

means that they will spend more than half their lives outdoors.”

With piglet mortality rates above average, rigorous environmental 

regulations, strict veterinary and official controls and the high cost 

of production, what is it that attracts famers like Bertel Hestbjerg to 

organic pig farming? 

“I want to tell a positive story about farming and create something 

that people respect and find interesting.  I believe that the organic 

market is growing. Consumers are willing to pay a high price for good  

wine, and there’s no reason why they shouldn’t be willing to pay a 

premium for organic pork once they know exactly what they are 

paying for.” 

The future
Sales of organic foods in the UK were hit hard during the economic 

downturn, but, according to the 2014 Organic Market Report, the  

overall organic market returned to growth. According to more recent  

data published by the Soil Association, sales of organic meat have 

yet to feel the benefits of the resurgence in interest in organically 

produced food.

This is in marked contrast to the situation in Denmark, whose popu- 

lation is among the world’s largest per capita consumers of organic 

foods. According to Friland, domestic sales of organic pork rose by 34%  

in the latest year and there has also been increased interest from a  

number of key export markets. As a result, the company is now actively 

seeking additional supplies of organic pigs to meet this demand.

Feature: Telling the organic story continued

The differences between free-range and organic production are: 

•  All feed is organic 

•  No antibiotics can be administered without a vet recording  

 the dosage in a medical journal. If an organic pig receives more  

 than one antibiotic treatment, then the pig is no longer organic  

•  The suckling period has to be at least 7 weeks  

 (EU rules are six weeks)  

•  All finishers must have silage.  

http://www.soilassociation.org/farmersgrowers/newsandevents/articleid/6650/soil-association-2014-organic-market-report-reveals-growth-in-organic-sales-for-the-first-time-in-fo
http://www.soilassociation.org/news/newsstory/articleid/7546/organic-market-update-growth-continues-into-winter-months
http://www.friland.com/

